Abstract. The wavefunction of the lithium positride (LiPs) ground state is calculated using an ab initio approach which uses a Gaussian basis with r 2 ij correlation factors. The energy of the LiPs ground state, −7.738 55 Hartree, has a total energy more negative than the sum of the positronium (−0.250 Hartree) and lithium (−7.478 04 Hartree) ground states. The ground state is therefore stable against dissociation into Li + Ps with a binding energy of −0.010 51 Hartree.
The use of positrons as a tool for spectroscopy, for example, positron annihilation spectroscopy in condensed matter physics, has gained widespread acceptance over the years [1, 2] . One of the questions that is raised by the use of positrons as a spectroscopic tool is of course the possibility that chemically stable systems containing a positron, or positronium, could be formed in the various targets under investigation [1, 2] . In spite of much work (and a lot of speculation), little hard information is known about the ability of a positron or positronium to form chemically stable systems in atoms, molecules or condensed matter. For instance, a recent review identified only five atoms and molecules (this excludes Ps − and Ps 2 ) as permitting positronium binding with any degree of certainty [3] . These species are H, F, Cl, Br and OH. Most of the evidence for binding is based on calculation, and only for one species, namely H, could the result be classed as rigorous. While the most recent results for the other species come from high-quality calculations [4] [5] [6] , they are based on model potentials for open-shell systems and do not have the same degree of certainty as the result for hydrogen which has been the subject of numerous high-quality calculations [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and a recent experiment [12] .
Recently, the e + -Li species has been shown to be chemically stable with a binding energy of = 0.002 17 Hartree [13] . This result, and the fact the PsH is chemically stable, immediately suggests that lithium positride, LiPs, would also be chemically stable. However, two earlier calculations on LiPs had failed to show that positronium could be bound to neutral lithium [14, 15] . Fortunately, we were ignorant of these results when deciding whether to investigate the LiPs species for possible binding.
The condition for the LiPs ground state to be chemically stable is that the total energy of the LiPs ground state be more negative than the sum (−7.728 04 Hartree) of the Ps ground state energy (−0.250 Hartree) and the Li ground state energy (−7.478 04 Hartree) [13, 16] . The decay into Li − + e + does not enter into the picture since the binding energy of the Li − ground state [13, 17] is only −7.500 76 Hartree. In this letter, a large variational calculation of the LiPs system is performed using the stochastic variational method (SVM) as implemented by Varga and Suzuki [18, 19] . The SVM was initially proposed as a method suitable for solving nuclear structure problems involving a small number of particles [20, 21] . The SVM uses a Gaussian basis which has a number of features that make it possible to generate very accurate wavefunctions for few-body systems. First, the matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian can be calculated analytically, or at worst, reduced to a one-dimensional integral for any number of particles. Second, the Gaussian basis contains terms with r 2 ij correlation factors. In addition, that part of the wavefunction concerned with the spatial coordinates maintains its functional form after any possible permutation of the particles. This is a very useful property for studying systems containing identical particles. One of the important aspects of any variational calculation is the optimization of the nonlinear parameters. In the SVM the exponents of the Gaussian basis are optimized using stochastic techniques.
In recent years, the SVM and related methods have been used to perform high-precision variational calculations in atomic, mesoatomic, hypernuclear and multiquark systems [11, [22] [23] [24] . The program of Varga and Suzuki [18] was used for the present set of calculations.
An The convergence of energy of the LiPs system as a function of the dimension of the Gaussian basis is shown in table 2. In contradiction with previous works [14, 15] it is found that the ground state is chemically stable. It proved relatively easy to demonstrate that the system was stable since binding was achieved with less than 200 basis functions. The largest calculation included 600 basis functions, and resulted in a total energy of E = −7.738 55 Hartree which is equivalent to a binding energy of = 0.010 51 Hartree. When reference is made to the binding energy of the LiPs system it should be noted that the binding energy is relative to breakup into Li and Ps. It is clear from the convergence pattern shown in table 2 that the present energy does not represent the converged limit for the LiPs total energy. This is not surprising since there are five active particles, four electrons and one positron in the LiPs system. We suspect that the present estimate of the binding energy is accurate to about 10%. Energy expectation values were also computed with the present optimized wavefunctions for a finite mass. The 7 Li nucleus has a mass of M = 12 863.2m e and for this species we obtained E = −7.477 40 Hartree for Li, and E = −7.737 91 Hartree for LiPs giving a binding energy of = 0.010 51 Hartree. Finite-mass considerations have almost no effect on whether the system will be bound or not. Relativistic effects will also not affect whether binding is possible or not since one estimate of the relativistic energy correction for neutral Li is 0.000 011 Hartree [26] .
Although the best ab initio estimate of the LiPs binding energy, 0.010 51 Hartree, is subject to uncertainties due to incomplete convergence of the LiPs energy, and less importantly subject to relativistic and finite mass corrections, the statement that the system is chemically stable will remain valid under any possible refinements of the model.
While the LiPs ground state is chemically stable, it is not stable against electron-positron annihilation. The dominant decay process for electron-positron annihilation is into two γ -rays. The two-photon annihilation rate 2γ was computed using the general formula [11] , namely 
In the above expression, δ is the expectation value of electron-positron Dirac δ-function,
where r 0 is the positron coordinate and the r i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the electron coordinates. The value obtained for the LiPs annihilation rate, 2γ , was 2.14 × 10 9 s −1 . The annihilation rate for PsH was also computed for validation reasons and the value we obtained, 2γ = 2.45 × 10 9 s −1 , was consistent with the best previous estimate [11] , namely 2γ = 2.437 × 10 9 s −1 . The probability density for finding an electron or positron as a function of the distance from the nucleus is depicted in figure 1 . P − (r) is the electron probability density and P + (r) is the positron probability density. These functions are normalized so that
and
The electron density exhibits the shell structure of the atom with the probability densities for the core and valence electrons having two distinct maxima. The peak of the probability Figure 1 . The electron and positron probability densities, P ± (r), plotted as a function of r (in units of a 0 ). The electron density is represented by the full curve while the positron density is shown by the broken curve.
density for the valence electrons occurs near 3.6 a 0 . The peak of the probability density for the positron occurs near 5.2 a 0 . That the positron orbits at a larger distance than the electrons is expected since the electrons are attracted to the nucleus, while the positron is repelled from the nucleus. The binding of positronium to lithium immediately raises the question as to whether it is possible to bind positronium to the heavier alkali atoms such as sodium and potassium. This question cannot be directly answered by SVM calculations since a full n-body calculation on a system containing 12 electrons and one positron (for sodium) is out of the question. The complexity of the problem needs to be reduced by using the frozen-core approximation before progress can be made.
